Imaging Spatial Current Eigenmodes in Nanoscopic Quantum Networks

TANKUT CAN, University of Chicago, DIRK MORR, University of Illinois-Chicago — Using the Keldysh Green’s function formalism, we study the non-equilibrium charge transport in nanoscopic quantum networks [1]. Due to quantum confinement, charge transport takes place via current eigenmodes that possess characteristic spatial patterns of current paths. In the ballistic limit, these patterns exhibit unexpected features such as current backflow and closed loops of circulating currents. These current eigenmodes are the non-equilibrium analogue of eigenmodes in the local density of states of confined systems [2]. Moreover, we demonstrate that dephasing leads to a smooth evolution of the current patterns, and ultimately reproduces the charge transport in a classical resistor network. Finally, we propose a new method using scanning tunneling spectroscopy to image the spatial current patterns associated with individual current eigenmodes in nanoscopic quantum networks.
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